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ELEVEN TAKEAWAYS FROM 11.11

11.11
ACTION

VMLY&R COMMERCE contributed thought leadership from our teams in Asia, the US and
Australia, and case studies from our clients in China. We also chaired an entire day of
interviews and masterclasses for the Asia-Pacific attendees.
‘Double 11’, and China commerce more broadly, provide critical lessons for our clients
and teams that go beyond the obvious scale of market. That’s why we put together
these “Eleven Takeaways”. As Michael Evans, president at Alibaba Group says, “if you
want to know what the future of global retail will look like, just look to China today.”

When we look to China and Double 11, we see best-in-class examples of Creative Commerce in action, which is what VMLY&R
COMMERCE aims to deliver in our work around the globe. China has moved beyond “e-commerce” to a new version of Commerce,
which focuses on emotional interactions above transactions. Whether it’s through virtual livestreaming, offline activations, mobile
games that reward customers, or the live gala - 11.11 demonstrates that Commerce today is about sharing experiences and having
fun, moving it beyond a transaction. This approach drives extraordinary engagement - 900 million shoppers were on Alibaba
platforms for 11.11.
The other side of the equation is making shopping easy. Commerce experiences, driven by data and facilitated by a tightly
connected ecosystem, remove barriers for shoppers — ensuring the interactions consumers have with a brand drive both equity
and commercial value.
Don’t miss all the content from the WPP BAV® broadcast, archived in the 11.11 Command Center (link here). And if you’d like to have a
conversation about the implications for your brand, we would be eager to facilitate a presentation and discussion on the
opportunities for commerce in China.
If you want to know what the
future of global retail will look
like, just look to China today.
NOVEMBER 2021

– Michael Evans, President
Alibaba Group
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CREATIVE COMMERCE IN

Alibaba’s 11.11 Global Shopping Festival (also known as Singles’ Day), is the world’s biggest
retail event, and puts a spotlight on the disruptive force of commerce. To mark this
year’s 11.11, WPP’s global strategic consultancy, BAV®, led by David Roth, hosted a
marathon broadcast, 9 days in total, over the 11-day period of the Festival.
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The sheer size of 11.11 is undeniably impressive. At $84.54
billion in gross merchandise volume (GMV) for Alibaba
alone over the 11-day period, it’s the world’s biggest
shopping festival. Double 11 is about 7.5 x Amazon Prime
Day sales worldwide for 2021 and over 4 x Black Friday
and Cyber Monday sales for 2020 in the US.
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Commerce On
a Different Scale

The event is driven by a massive audience - almost 1.5
billion people with rising disposable incomes and a
thirst for consumer goods, which will soon make China
the world’s largest consumer market. As Chris Tung,
Global CMO Alibaba, told WPP BAV®, 900 million
shoppers were expected to take part in 11.11 this year - or
about 2.7 x the entire US population.

A STAR-STUDDED FESTIVAL GALA

Still, whereas Alibaba would once trumpet the scale and
results of 11.11, there is a distinct strategic shift to “look
beyond the numbers” and position the event (and
Alibaba) for sustainable growth moving forward.

Over the years, Alibaba’s Countdown to 11.11 Gala has been staged in crowd-filled arenas, with a
galaxy of stars making appearances, from Taylor Swift to Miranda Kerr. This year’s Gala did not
have a live studio audience due to continuing Covid conditions, but still featured British actor
Benedict Cumberbatch, along with Chinese pop star Jackson Yi. The event itself is broadcast on
international satellite TV and online streaming platforms, and attracts billions of viewers.

“
Click here for our full
interview with Chris

This year there are 290,000 brands
participating in 11.11, with 900 million

What does this mean for brands and marketers?

shoppers and 14 million deals

•

International brands are perceived as “quality, safe, reasonably priced, innovative” by Chinese consumers (Michael Evans, Alibaba Group), so opportunity remains.

– Chris Tung, Global CMO

•

Beyond China, SE Asia online retail is still only 7% of total sales, so there is enormous upside in the rest of Asia.

•

VMLY&R COMMERCE and WPP can help navigate entry into the China & SE Asian markets. If you are already there, we can assist in optimizing your presence.
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Alibaba-owned Lazada (SE Asia’s leading e-commerce platform) named K-pop
group ‘Seventeen’ its ‘Happiness Ambassadors’ for 11.11. The group starred in an
online content piece which transported the boy band into Lazada World, a
dynamic and fantastical realm filled with larger-than-life everyday objects and
exclusive 11.11 rewards. Lazada also encouraged consumer participation through a
region-wide TikTok Hashtag Challenge, where shoppers showed their own versions
of the ‘Seventeen’ dance moves in a freestyle 20-second TikTok dance video.

To me it’s like the equivalent of
carnivals, Olympic Games and World
Cups…those kinds of festivals.

Click here for our full
interview with Ivy

Many marketers outside of China look at 11.11 as just a
giant sale. Discounts are undoubtedly a driver for
shoppers but it’s much more than that.
11.11 is a festival, in the grand and ancient tradition of
Chinese shopping festivals and markets. As such, it is
designed as a series of shared celebrations, events and
moments that engage and entertain participants, with
shopping just part of the process. As Kok Hwee Ng (Zespri
Senior Marketing Director, Greater China) told us “what
shoppers are getting…is non-stop content and
entertainment.”

ENGAGEMENT AND ENTERTAINMENT ON A GRAND SCALE

“

More Than
A Mega Sale
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WATCH THE VIDEO

– Professor Ivy Dang, University of Hong Kong

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

Shoppers everywhere are voting with their wallets - choosing brands that engage and entertain in both the brand and shopper experience.

•

Even in a sale event, look to add value, rather than just offering price off. Consider creating your own events as well as taking part in marketplace sales and festivals.

•

Talk with VMLY&R COMMERCE about how we can help you go beyond the transaction - and inspire action in shoppers.
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WATCH THE STREAM

Since China invented (or perhaps perfected) the idea of livestreaming
commerce five or six years ago, it has been responsible for billions of
dollars in incremental sales. China’s #1 livestream influencer, Viya, did
$4.6billion in sales on her livestream show in 2020 and is now reputed
to be worth $30 million in her own right.
SE Asia’s leading e-commerce platform Lazada, has its own “The
Voice” style talent search show called “Laz Get Famous”, which aims
to unearth new live-streaming stars.
So what is livestreaming exactly? Think of it as TV home-shopping
channels meet Facebook Live meet e-commerce.

CHINA’S MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR LIVESTREAMERS
During this year’s 11.11 pre-sales period, China’s premier livestreamers, Viya and
Austin Li generated sales through their individual channels of over 20 Billion RMB that’s $3.1 billion.

Livestreaming has been a huge component of 11.11 this year “the most important and popular form of consumer engagement,”
according to Michael Evans, president at Alibaba Group.

“

Livestreaming is a gamechanger…the
next frontier of online shopping.

– Steffi Hie, VP Product & Business Operations,
Click here for our full
interview with Steff

(SE Asia’s #1 e-commerce marketplace)

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

What VMLY&R COMMERCE calls “ShopStreaming” is coming fast to markets outside Asia - via platforms like Instagram Live and Amazon Live.

•

Leverage existing platform engagement, along with sales and payment solutions, to offer significant one-stop-shop digital commerce growth potential.

•

Our SocialCommerce+ practice can help you test and implement livestreaming, in China, SE Asia, or any of your markets. Download our white paper here.
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Livestreaming
the Future
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A Focus on Making
Shopping Fun

WATCH THE PROMOS

“Gamification” of shopping is a core part of the approach. This shows up in
mobile interactive games for brands (with the reward often being bonus offers),
as well as a new Alibaba-created feature this year which allowed users to share
their shopping carts in a fun way. “We understand customers want to share
their Double 11 purchases as well as get inspiration on good deals,” said Alibaba
Global CMO Chris Tung. “If you bump into someone, you can shake your mobile
phone and your shopping cart will be swapped….that has been a big hit.”

TRADITIONAL PROMOTIONS TAKE A TURN TOWARDS FUN
Promotions drive conversion, but not necessarily engagement or loyalty. During 11.11,
brands took traditional couponing and promotions practices and gamified the
experiences, allowing shoppers a chance to have a bit of fun, engage with the
brand, and come out of it with a % or $ amount off their purchases.

On the eve of the event’s final 24 hours, a giant livestreamed gala featured
British actor, Benedict Cumberbatch. Famous for portraying Sherlock Holmes,
Cumberbatch provided clues to puzzles which the gala hosts solved
via video message.
There was also constant rich content, from highly polished pieces, to Key
Opinion Leaders (KOL’s) and Key Opinion Consumers (KOC’s) pitching on social
media and in livestreaming. Quizzes and giveaways were a feature.

“

Live streaming on e-comm and social
media, product content from influencers
on social, interactive gaming – that’s
Shoppertainment!

Click here for our full
interview with Steve

– Steve Yeung, Senior Innovation & Technical
Director, VMLY&R Commerce

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

For customers, shopping is becoming less about the transaction and more about the experience leading up to the transaction.

•

For retailers and brands, injecting the right level of inspiration and education will allow your brand to stand out in-category.

•

Focus more on what VMLY&R COMMERCE calls “Entertainment Commerce”, to create memorable shopping experiences – test & learn, prototype & develop –
this focus will only become increasingly important globally.
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One of the consistent themes running through the 11.11 Global Shopping Festival
centered on the “F” word - Fun!
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Speed to market is a defining feature of
China retail today, and 11.11 more specifically.
David Roth, Chairman of WPP BAV®, says the
pace has accelerated from “10x to probably
30x everywhere else”, due to the pandemic.
Brands bring exciting new products and
packaging to market in double quick time for
Double 11. Kok Hwee Ng, from kiwifruit brand
Zespri, told us how her team created new,
limited edition “rocket ship” packaging (as a
partnership with the China Aerospace and
Technology Corporation), which went from
concept to implementation in 6-8 weeks.

“

NEW PROMO PACKAGING FROM
CONCEPT TO IMPLEMENTATION
…IN 6-8 WEEKS

We operate at China Speed, because
consumer tastes, preferences and trends
change so rapidly, we have to keep up to

Click here for our full ee
interview with Kok Hw

A younger audience craves product newness.
In this year’s 11.11, young millennials and Gen-Z
made more purchases than ever. More than
45% of shoppers for this year’s festival were
born after 1990, while those with birthdates
after 2000 grew 25% year-on-year.

What does this mean for brands and marketers?

stay relevant.

• In a social-media fuelled world, consumer preferences are changing faster than ever - particularly in China.

– Kok Hwee Ng, Senior Marketing Director,

• Marketers everywhere need to learn how to operate closer to ‘China Speed’ - bringing new ideas to market more quickly.

Greater China

8
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Brands Operating
At ‘China Speed’
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TMALL GLOBAL HELPS BOOST
VITABIOTICS’ LOCALIZATION
STRATEGIES
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Data Drives
Everything
From personalization to analysis, the success of 11.11 is built on data. The
Tmall Innovation Center (TMIC) is the dedicated retail innovation arm of
Tmall, and an example of data-driven insights in action. As Chris Tung,
Global CMO of Alibaba said when interviewed by David Roth, “the platform
can help expedite the product development process and ensure a higher
degree of success”.

the proposition and messaging, then test-markets with targeted
promotions. “When you launch, you know exactly who to target (and) what
is the creative story”, says Tung.

Brands collaborate with TMIC to mine the data from Alibaba’s
e-commerce platforms for unique ways in on packaging, new product
design and pricing. TMIC canvasses Tmall users for feedback, helps refine

Alibaba has also worked to democratize data. Even the smallest brand
with a livestreaming room can access a comprehensive dashboard after
each session.

“

How are you getting the data from 11.11 and
then using it for the next 12 months? 11.11
should be the beginning of the conversation.

Click here for our full
panel with Katie

– Katie Rigg-Smith, CEO, Mindshare

In this way, a plethora of new products were brought to market in this
year’s 11.11 - some with development time shortened from 18 months to as
little as three months. (See ‘China Speed’ on previous page).

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

High performing brands collaborate with retail partners on more than messaging - using customer data to innovate more rapidly and with a better strike rate.

•

Our proprietary commerce
9 platform makes predictive and third-party data accessible along the full customer journey in many markets around the world - talk
with VMLY&R COMMERCE about how we can help you develop new products, brands and messaging faster.
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Leading British vitamin brand, Vitabiotics,
has continued to see extensive growth in
China. Their store plugs into millennial
consumers who are looking for premium
products from overseas, using localized,
personal shopper data to better target
consumers. The Vitabiotics brand has
already been expanding rapidly in China
with their signature pregnancy care
product, after launching the first mom
and baby store in 2015.
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Alibaba leveraged “Singles’ Day” and turned it from a niche university
celebration into the world’s biggest retail festival. But it is now far bigger
and broader than Alibaba or China itself.
Within China, retail rival JD.com began its own 11.11 extravaganza in October,
and generated $54.6 billion in transaction volume during the Singles’ Day
period. Group shopping platform Pinduoduo, along with Douyin (TikTok in
China), have also jumped on the 11.11 bandwagon.
Outside of China, Alibaba-owned Lazada drove 11.11 hard in SE Asia, but so
did competitor Shopee.

11.11 BREAKS INTERNATIONAL BORDERS

And in line with Alibaba’s intention to make this a “Global Shopping Festival”,
11.11 is popular with Chinese expats in many markets around the world.

US and UK retailers leveraged 11.11/Singles Day with multiples of ’11’ being the
favored discounting approach. Source: Edited

“

“

Every year, 11.11 has set a phenomenal new
record for Lazada in SE Asia.

Click here for our full
interview with James

11.11 has also been embraced by retailers the world over, in the same way as
Black Friday has become a global phenomenon.

What does this mean for brands and marketers?

– James Chang, Chief Business Officer, Lazada

• The stated aim of 11.11 is to be a ‘Global Shopping Festival’ - brands can leverage the event not only within China, but the world over.

(SE Asia’s leading e-commerce platform)

• Chinese expats, who are familiar with 11.11 , will be particularly responsive to Double 11 offers.
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It’s Beyond Alibaba,
Beyond China
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11.11 started as something unique. Inevitably though, it has been
extended and mimicked. The original “Singles Day” is now an 11day festival at a bare minimum. (Similarly, other retail events like
Black Friday in the US have bloated to become multi-week sales.)
It has also been shamelessly copied. So, besides 11.11, there is 9.9,
10.10 and 12.12. Alibaba’s arch competitor JD.com has its own 6.18
shopping festival, to celebrate the company’s anniversary on
June 18. And there is Amazon Prime Day, the annual two-day
mega sale.
Amongst marketers in China and SE Asia, there is definitely a
debate going on about “Festival Fatigue”. So has 11.11 lost its
singular appeal, and the created urgency to buy, when shoppers
need only wait for the next sale? Dhiren Amin, CMO Asia for The
Kraft-Heinz Company says 11.11 is different. “Not everything is a
real ‘big brand’ day.” Shoppers anticipate and plan their
purchases for 11.11, in a way that they don’t for the copy-cat days,
which are reserved more for impulse buys.”

“
““

Not everything is a real ‘big brand’ day like
11.11…also in China we are not seeing much

Click here for our full
interview with Dhiren

What does this mean for brands and marketers?

fatigue as yet…it is a consumption-based

•

While there are many “sale days” in China such as 6.6, 9.9, 10.10 and so on – there is only one 11.11

economy and people like to buy stuff.

•

China is a consumption-based economy which is far from saturated. As the middle-class continues to grow, there are many opportunities for international
11
brands.

– Dhiren Amin, CMO
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Are We Seeing
‘Festival Fatigue’?
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Two of the killer categories in this year’s 11.11 were luxury and health & wellness. Both have
boomed over the last year - China’s luxury online penetration has surged to 23%, and at
Tmall Global, the health category grew 50% year-on-year.
A record number of designer brands took part via Tmall Luxury Pavilion, Alibaba’s digital
destination for online flagship luxury stores. The emphasis was on creating innovative
digital experiences and offering exclusive products, packaging and added value services,
rather than discounts. Some of the digital innovations included private VIP livestreaming
room sessions with designers describing the heritage and craftsmanship of the brands,
augmented reality watch fitting, and a digital gallery in the metaverse with an AI
virtual influencer presenting a collection of digital artworks (NFT’s) - given to consumers
with select purchases.
In terms of health and wellness, some of the key areas of growth included: products to
boost immunity (post Covid), inner beauty supplements (so you can look your best on video
calls), supplements for gamers (like glucosamine to help with stiff joints when sitting in one
position), and healthy snacking products such as broccoli flavored ice-cream.

PRIVATE LIVESTREAMING ROOMS AND AR
WATCH FITTING
The luxury category has rapidly digitized in China in the last 12 months.
11.11 saw a focus on creating innovative digital experiences such as
private livestreaming rooms and AR watch fitting, that replicated the
personal touch in a virtual world.
Photo credit: Alibaba Group

Brands from countries with a “clean & green” image like Australia flew off the virtual shelves
- even before 11.11, Aussie health supplements were the most popular on Alibaba platforms.

“

Health has become the new wealth for
Chinese consumers.

Click here for our full
interview with Zarina

What does this mean for brands and marketers?

– Zarina Kanji, TMall Business

•

From health supplements to healthy snacking and activewear, there are still major opportunities in China for health and wellness oriented brands

Development & Marketing

•

If you’re looking for leading-edge innovation in digital experiences, Tmall Luxury is a great place to seek inspiration
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Star Performers: Luxury,
Health & Wellness
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AN INCLUSIVE APPROACH FOR 11.11
The "One Shoe Project", in which disabled individuals who have lost a lower limb
are provided with an option to purchase single shoes at half the price of a pair,
launched on Tmall during “Double 11” .

“

“

To better serve senior shoppers, Alibaba launched a Taobao
senior mode that features larger text and icons and voiceassisted technology, making it easier for senior citizens to

Click here for our full
interview with Chris

search for products using voice commands

– Chris Tung, Global CMO

In line with China’s push for “Common Prosperity”, and
more equitable treatment for all, Alibaba has embraced
diversity and inclusion in this year’s Double 11 Festival.

By design, about two-thirds of the 290,000 merchants who participated in 11.11 in
2021 were small and medium-sized enterprises, with about 70,000 joining the
event for the first time.
From a customer perspective, Alibaba launched a “seniors” version of the Taobao
app; voice-enabled, with larger fonts and icons and simplified navigation.
Alibaba is also trying to be more inclusive towards people with disabilities. “One of
the coolest things” that Alibaba is doing, president Michael Evans told WPP BAV®,
is the “One Shoe” program. Instead of being forced to buy two shoes and throw
one away, those who have lost a lower limb have the option to buy a single shoe
for half the price.
Alibaba’s 15-year-old “Goods for Good” initiative was stepped up for this year’s
Double 11. Merchants could pledge a share of their sales to a charity of their
choice. Whenever shoppers bought a “Goods for Good” product on Taobao, the
platform automatically transferred a donation to a charity organization.
Separately, Alibaba donated an additional RMB1 (US$0.16) for any “Goods for
Good” purchases that were shared on social media.
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Reaching Out
& Giving Back

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

13
•

“Inclusion” is a core focus area for Alibaba now, and in the coming years. Brands now more than ever have an opportunity to partner with
Alibaba Group on reaching the broadest-possible audience.
Consumer behavior is continuing to shift as it relates to online shopping (and commerce generally) – with ‘doing good’ as important as
getting a ‘good buy’.

11

Selling
Sustainably

“Over the last 12 years, Double 11 has showcased the tremendous consumption power of
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Chinese consumers…we (now) believe we must leverage the power of Double 11 to
encourage sustainable development.”
That’s what Global CMO Chris Tung told WPP BAV®, and it’s shown up in many ways in this
year’s festival.
For example, Alibaba set up a dedicated vertical for eco-friendly, low-impact products from home furnishings to electric cars. Tesla sold more charging stations in the first
minute of Double 11 in 2021 than it had in the entire festival last year.
Alibaba also issued $15.7m worth of “green vouchers” to incentivize sustainable purchases.
For every product bought, shoppers earned “energy points”, which went towards treeplanting. Consumers bought 25,000 water-saving toilets in the first hour of 11.11.

SHOPPERS INCENTIVIZED FOR ‘GREEN’ PURCHASES

recycling of electronics. And logistics even got into the act. More than 60,000 package

In this year’s 11.11, Alibaba created a “green destination” on Tmall, with vouchers to
encourage sustainable product purchases. As a bonus, shoppers earned ‘energy
points’ to go towards tree-planting.

pickup stations operated by Alibaba’s Cainao Network provided recycling services.

Photo credit: Alibaba Group

Alibaba’s Xianyu (“Idle Fish”) used goods marketplace launched a service encouraging

“

We must leverage the power of Double 11 to encourage
sustainable development

– Chris Tung, Global CMO
Click here for our full
interview with Chris

What does this mean for brands and marketers?
•

Rethinking packaging solutions – from container type to materiality – will leave a lasting positive impression on Chinese consumers,
especially Gen-Z.

•

Supporting eco-friendly verticals can be a sure way to not only get your products in front of the right consumers – but also convert
eco-shoppers into eco-buyers.
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More on China &
Retail from WPP BAV

WPP 11.11 Command Center

Download the Report

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT CHINA’S SHOPPING FESTIVALS
‘Dates with Destiny’ publication

Download the App

BEST COUNTRIES EXPERIENCE
Including insights on China

For the duration of the 2021 festival from 1 November to 11 November, WPP
broadcast live from the WPP BAV® Alibaba Command Center Studios in London
and Sydney. Check out all the thought-provoking, informative and fun sessions
from the likes of Alibaba Group CMO Chris Tung; President Michael Evans; AUNZ
MD Maggie Zhou; and Lazada Chief Business Officer James Chang

STREAM THE SESSIONS
NOVEMBER 2021

Download the App

HISTORY OF RETAIL EXPERIENCE
Virtual exhibition. Download app here.
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60+ hours of exclusive interviews, insights and inspiration
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More content from
VMLY&R COMMERCE

Acceleration of ecommerce across the globe has
been one of the side effects of the COVID-19
pandemic as we all super charge to create new
routes to markets for our clients
Download
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DON'T WASTE YOUR TEARS
ON THE DEATH OF THE
PURCHASE JOURNEY
The purchase journey as we know it is fast disappearing,
thanks to the rise and rise of ecommerce. But brands,
don’t waste your tears. Opportunity lies not in mourning
its loss but in adapting to what’s driving it
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WHY IT’S TIME TO DROP
THE “E” IN ECOMMERCE
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Jon Bird
Executive Director

Luxury
& Wellness

jon.bird@vmlyr.com

DRIVING RAPID BUSINESS
GROWTH WITH SHOPS

Reaching Out
& Giving Back

Social Shops are growing rapidly as a new route to market
for brands. With the growth of these new sales channels,
understand the role Shops plays within a wider commerce
ecosystem, and the opportunities that exist to unlock new
revenue opportunities.
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